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THIS note is an extension of the results of Franks [l]. We are abie to prove his Theorem 1 
without the differentiability hypothesis. The notation is as follows: M is a compact C” 
Riemannian manifold. Diff’(M) is the group of Ci diffeomorphisms of M with the C’ 
topology. IffE Diff’(M), !2 = n(f) = { x E MI for every neighborhood U of x, there exists 
II > 0 with f”(U) n U # @}.g E Diff’(M) is R-equivalent to g if there is a homeomorphism 
cp(g): Q(f) + Q(g) such that q(g) of= g 0 cp(g). f is R-slab/e if it is an interior point of its 
R-equivalence class. C’(f2, M) is the space of continuous maps from R to M with the 
metric d(h,, h2) = sup p(h,(x), &(x)). i denotes the inclusion i: 0 -+ M. p is the metric 
xen 
on M induced from its Riemannian metric. Similarly, if gr, gz E Diff’(M) we define 
d(g,, g2) = sup p(g,(x), g2(x)). f E Diff’(M) satisfies Axiom A if 
XEM 
(a) there is a continuous splitting T, M = E” @ E” and constants C > 0,O < I < 1 such 
that 
(i) l]Df%l] _< Ci.“llr/l if r~E~,nrO; 
(ii) ]]Df-“vl] 5 CL”]]u]] if L: E E”, n 2 0; 
(b) the periodic points offare dense in Q(f). 
THEOREM. If f~ Diff’(M) is R-stable and if there is a constant K > 0 such that 
d(cp(g), i) I Kd(f, g) for all g in some neighborhood off, then f satisfies Axiom A. 
Remark. This theorem should be compared with Theorem 1 of [l]. The new content 
of our theorem is that the differentiability hypothesis of Franks is not needed to prove 
his theorem. Iff satifies the hypotheses of the theorem, we shall call f absolutely R-stable. 
In the proof of the theorem, we shall use the following two lemmas of [l]: 
LEMMA 1. Let f E Diff’(M) and assume that the periodic points off are dense in Q’J) 
and all hyperbolic. Then f satisfies Axiom A if and only $ (I - f “) : T”(T, M) -+ r’(T, A41 is 
an isomorphism. (I-f “) is the map defined by (I-f “)ci)(p) = y(p) - Dfy(J-l(p)). 
LEMMA 2. If f E Diff’(,ZZ) is R-stable, then (I -f “) is injectice. 
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From these tk~o lemmas it clearly follows that we need only prove that ,f absolutely 
Q-stable implies thar (I -f-“) is surjective to prove the theorem. This we accomplish by 
translating absolute R-stability to the functional analytic framework of Moser [3]. He 
linearizes the equation q(g)f- gy(g) in suitable Banach spaces. 
X coordinate chart for fe Diff’(M) is given by a neighborhood of the zero section in 
r’(TiC(), the C’ sections of TJ/. The inverse of the coordinate map is given by r/ -+ exp 3 q of’ 
where exp: T,M -+ >\I is an exponential map on :\L. Similarly, a coordinate chart for 
i E C’(R, AI) is given by a neighborhood of the zero section in T’(T, M). The inverse of 
the coordinate map is h + exp 3 5. If g. o(g) are close enough to J; i then there exist 7, < 
with g = exp(rf) 2 f, o(g) = exp 5, The equation cp(g)f= gq(g) can be rewritten as 
exp(<) = exp(q) f exp(<)f - ‘. (*) 
We now use the following estimates [3] to study this equation 
LEMMA. Let f E Diff’(hl) a~zrl exp: TM -+ AI an exponential map. If‘ E > 0, there exist 
6 > 0, C >O sl~h that < E r’(T,.M), q E lY’(TM) and il<iio < d, l/ql/l < 6 imp/) 
(1) llf~exdC)~f-L  exdf*(t>>l10 < jltilo 
(2) lIev(dev(3 - ev(rl + Oil0 < Cllr7/I~/15110t 
Applying this lemma to (*) yields 
‘1 = (I -f”>i + P(i) + Q(l/, ;‘) t**> 
with the estimates iiP(<)/l, < ~jj!/j~ and i/Q(fl, <)jlo < CIjrl!ItII<!/o valid for <, r? sufficiently 
small. 
We next prove that if/ is absolutely !&stable, then the image of (I-f‘“) is dense in 
r’(T, M). Note that absolute R-stability implies immediately that cp(g) depends continuouslq 
on g. Let U be an open set in r”(r, M). Choose q E U which is the restriction of a section 
?I’ E r’(Ti11). This is certainly possible as the natural map T’(T:Cfj -+ r’(Tnibfj has dense 
image. For t sufficiently small, R-stability implies that there exists 5, E To@, 111) such that 
tq = (I -f”)S, + P(S,) + Q(tv> <,I. 
The hypothesis of absolute R-stability forfimplies that there is a constant K > 0 such that 
iittJo < i\[ltq[lo. Given E > 0, for t sufficiently small, we conclude that 
fCW,I + Q(tv, ScJ) I f!4ttl!o + Clitrli!,/15,110) 
I ~(WIrlll,i ~‘C~II~II~ll~iid 
= Wl~ilo f tCKilv/I1llr?/lo 
Therefore, as t --+ 0, (I -f ‘)((l/t) i’,) -+ PI. In particular, for t small enough (I-f”) 
((1/t) + u. 
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This argument allows to conclude more. ii ( l/r) <,:! o 5 A’ 1 ry ~ ,, This implies that the image 
of the ball of radius K in r’jT,.II) is dense in the unit ball in r”(T,,t/). It then follows 
from the open mapping theorem [2] that (Z-f’) is surjective. Using Lemmas I and 2. 
this proves the theorem. 
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